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Eadan's Vow (A Scottish Time Travel Romance)
2020-10-19

stranded in time she finds herself bonded to a handsome highlander after traveling to scotland for a solo artist s retreat fiona stewart
finds herself mysteriously transported to the fourteenth century but as she attempts to get back to her own time complications ensue when
she meets a handsome highlander who sets her heart aflame forced into an engagement with the daughter of a rival clan leader eadan macleay
struggles to fulfill his promise to his dying father when he comes across a strange lass claiming to be from the future he strikes a deal
with her if she poses as his bride to end his betrothal he will help her return to her own time amid their growing attraction and
increasing danger from the rival clan eadan and fiona must choose between love duty and the hands of fate start reading now this book
should be of interest related to the following medieval romance scottish romance highlanders time travel scottish historical romance free
time travel romance free scottish time travel romance books about highlanders outlander time travel romance books fantasy romance
historical romance witches magic time travel romance scottish time travel romance 14th century romance scottish medieval romance ancient
world romance historical fantasy free historical romance free medieval romance

Make Time For Love (Forward in Time, Book One)
2019-02-19

when 1772 collides with 2012 two lovers discover more than they ever imagined in make time for love a time travel romance by louise clark
2012 massachusetts boston area career focused and success driven faith hamilton isn t ready for love when she meets cody simpson the chief
software developer at the company where she works he s everything she doesn t want in a man analytical focused on science inflexible or so
she thinks until she takes a chance on a date with him his kisses melt her reservations but her heart remains frozen trapped by the need to
keep a secret her eccentric 18th century time traveling ancestor andrew byrne who has a habit of dropping in without notice cody simpson
thinks faith is the most beautiful woman he s ever seen she s also the most annoying he despises her hard driving corporate ladder climbing
mindset and ignores her while immersing himself in his development projects and neglecting his basic duties then fate intervenes andrew
byrne faith s out of town relative who has never used a computer and wears clothes that look remarkably like ones from the mid eighteenth
century is hired as cody s new assistant when andrew announces his intent to permanently stay with faith in the 21st century she needs cody
s help to transform him from an eighteenth century landowner to a modern day computer geek faith is the reason andrew can move through time
a secret she guards for her own safety but with andrew bumbling through the basics of 21st century life and a budding romance with cody
faith must choose between guarding her secrets and trusting cody enough to make time for love publisher s note this time travel romance
from louise clark features clean language and mild sexual content fans of victorine e lieske rebekah crane cami checketts as well as janet
leigh and callie langridge will not want to miss this delightful romantic time travel series the forward in time series make time for love
discover time for love w claim time for love a turbulent time for love about louise clark louise clark s time travel romance series forward
in time includes both contemporary and historical settings as well as humor passion and hot heroes her experience writing both contemporary
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and historical romance made writing a time travel series a natural as well her love of travel meant the books are set in different locals
from historic boston to the badlands of the american west and beyond

Charmed by the Past: A FREE Time Travel Romance
2021-05-01

she s researching her family s genealogy but she never expected to become history herself sarah johansson is planning a family reunion when
a photo of a little known relative sparks her curiosity a closer look at the post world war i image causes her to tumble back in time to
1919 and into the hospital room of a brooding wounded infantry corporal jacob bellamy is done with war and everything it involves after
risking his life in the trenches he hopes to finally find peace by retiring to his family s farm but when the war s toll strikes too close
to home and lands him in a hospital bed the last thing he s prepared for is the beautiful mysterious woman who barges into his room and
demands help or the long dead feelings she stirs inside him as sarah tries to unravel clues about her family s history her attraction
toward the sexy army veteran only grows but her time in the past is growing short and when an old wartime enemy of jacob s sets his sights
on the blond beauty jacob will stop at nothing to keep her safe even if it means losing her for good reader advisory this book contains
mature themes and adult language

Discover Time For Love (Forward in Time, Book Two)
2019-11-26

when a paleontologist and a dinosaur bone pirate join forces only the future can tell what they ll dig up in discover time for love a time
travel romance from louise clark montana badlands 2020 professional paleontologist liz hamilton is seeking the academic find of a lifetime
and separation from her family s strange secret what she s not seeking is a car wreck and being rescued by a dino bone pirate mike edwards
makes money finding dino bones and selling them to the highest bidder when a torrential rainstorm hits the montana prairie he rescues the
attractive liz hamilton and the two weather the storm in his truck the next morning the unlikely duo discover the remains of a rare
creature in a washout the creature straddles the border between private and federal land requiring them both to work together on the
discovery despite liz s contempt for mike s motives a journey to the future convinces liz the find is significant for her career what she
doesn t know is how to handle mike s profiteering or the emotional bond and deepening attraction between them after mike and liz s story
enjoy claim time for love a time travel romance based on make time for love book 1 in the forward in time series boston 1772 and present
day new york city andrew byrne a prosperous colonial with rebellious inclinations is determined to marry the beautiful mary elizabeth
strand the daughter of george strand a british official in boston the problem is george strand has promised his daughter to colonel bradley
a british officer when andrew and mary elizabeth decide to elope their secret passage to new york city leaks to colonel bradley who sets
pursuit now only a leap in time can save the lovers and take them to a destiny truly their own the forward in time series make time for
love discover time for love w claim time for love a turbulent time for love about louise clark louise clark s time travel romance series
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forward in time includes both contemporary and historical settings as well as humor passion and hot heroes her experience writing both
contemporary and historical romance made writing a time travel series a natural as well her love of travel meant the books are set in
different locals from historic boston to the badlands of the american west and beyond

A Once and Future Love (Large Print)
2020-01-20

five stars this is probably one of the best time travel romances i ve ever read it s rich with history and the characters are completely
believable i thought the author did a particularly great job with the hero i could really fall in love with him what a fascinating book ms
kelleher has taken time travel to a new level packed with energy and intrigue this is one not to miss the time period is cleverly brought
to life and the author does a credible job of handling various historical elements amy wilson literary times a superb medieval romance with
a time travel twist a once and future love is a passionate time travel romance that is based on a love that flows forever both incarnations
of richard are fabulously drawn but especially intriguing is the modern day soul coping with the loss of a loved one kelleher s novel is a
spectacular medieval romance with a time traveling twist 5 stars from amazon top reviewer harriet klausner all lovers of time travel should
look to acquire this book for their keeper shelves superb read full of visceral detail this book almost made me wish i could step in an
english castle and vanish into the past england 2014 when richard lambert s beloved wife dies he thinks he will never find love again until
while exploring a medieval tower he falls from the steps and into another time england 1214 when richard wakes he s in the body of his
ancestor who is near death from battle as his wife nurses him back to health she finds he is not the cruel man she knew and he discovers a
second chance with his one and only love

Whenever
2013-11

whenever a time travel romanceever have to give a suck tastic speech hayley does in front of a prince no less as hayley polishes off her
building blocks of dna speech an idea hits her use the hot visiting royal prince in her demonstration stand close to his highness the
untouchable go over his traits touch him win the crowd stomp all over trallwyn prep yes no the more she talks the closer she comes to
exposing a hurricane sized secret the stunning irish prince may not be a prince at all in fact a fellow trallwyn high school senior may be
the true heir to the throne saying i m sorry isn t enough not for prince callum and not for the danger she s brought down on her team
hayley will have to visit ireland to discover the truth ireland a land of tragic trinities ancient artifacts and time travel time travel
with a prince when she lands in medieval ireland getting the truth comes in second to getting home emilyevansbooks com
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The Mammoth Book of Time Travel Romance
2009-10-29

time travel romance is not the same thing as sci fi romance though some stories may be set in an imagined future it is romantic fiction set
in various different eras usually from around the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries a woman may fall asleep in central park in the
present to wake up in the arms of a scottish laird in the sixteenth century the mammoth book of time travel romance contains 25 stories of
adventure and love settings include medieval scotland sixteenth century england the nineteenth century wild west some stories are set in
the present and a few in the future stories include an elizabethan nobleman whisked into the present day a troubled young woman who lands
in the sixteenth century able to break a curse of lost love includes stories from nina bangs jude deveraux sandra hill linda howard lynn
kurland karen marie moning and many more

A Once and Future Love
2020-01-11

five stars this is probably one of the best time travel romances i ve ever read it s rich with history and the characters are completely
believable i thought the author did a particularly great job with the hero i could really fall in love with him what a fascinating book ms
kelleher has taken time travel to a new level packed with energy and intrigue this is one not to miss the time period is cleverly brought
to life and the author does a credible job of handling various historical elements amy wilson literary times a superb medieval romance with
a time travel twist a once and future love is a passionate time travel romance that is based on a love that flows forever both incarnations
of richard are fabulously drawn but especially intriguing is the modern day soul coping with the loss of a loved one kelleher s novel is a
spectacular medieval romance with a time traveling twist 5 stars from amazon top reviewer harriet klausner all lovers of time travel should
look to acquire this book for their keeper shelves superb read full of visceral detail this book almost made me wish i could step in an
english castle and vanish into the past england 2014 when richard lambert s beloved wife dies he thinks he will never find love again until
while exploring a medieval tower he falls from the steps and into another time england 1214 when richard wakes he s in the body of his
ancestor who is near death from battle as his wife nurses him back to health she finds he is not the cruel man she knew and he discovers a
second chance with his one and only love

Fateful Time
2020-08-06

a grieving woman seeks comfort at her favorite antique store and finds a mysterious trinket when sarah travels through time can she
convince the man she loves to give her a second chance or is he fated to die this is an angsty standalone time travel romance short story
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keywords m f romance beta male beta hero cinnamon roll hero time travel romance time travel adventure female protagonist romantic suspense
paranormal romantic suspense paranormal romance paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance paranormal romance hea fantasy
romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine paranormal supernatural fantasy action adventure action adventure action adventure book books
ebook read short story quick read suspense story stories hero fiction romance seduction sensual historical 19th century nineteenth century
hea romance beach read wisconsin romance fantasy escape hot guy love book love stories romance novels for women romance series romances
romancing saga romantic saga heroine seduction seduction romance sensual sensual books sensual romance series

The Prophecy
2019-07-16

fierce and feared 16th century highland laird greylen macgreggor has yet to meet his match until dr gwendolyn reynolds falls through time
and into his arms get spellbound by this time travel romance

Counter Clockwise
2015-08-30

part of the collection can be read without reading the previous books casey and nate are back high school senior casey donovan is in
trouble again if only she had trusted in nate s loyalty when he traveled to spain with his college basketball team despite being
accompanied by the cheerleading squad and fiona the floozy who d made it super clear she wanted nate for herself then she wouldn t have
made that impulsive trip to hollywood and let austin do that stupid thing that threatened her relationship with nate and triggered a trip
into the past only something is wildly wrong she s not in the 1860s like she should be it s 1929 and she didn t come alone completion of
story arc in book 6 clockwork crazy keywords time travel 1860 teenage angst adolescence divorce parents family issues high school drama
crush teen romance time warp history civil war union army bad boys cambridge hollywood back in time nineteenth century time machine awkward
trips best seller suitor relationship race boyfriend girlfriend rebellion stuck in the past war of independence 1929 1775 boston graduation

Ciaran's Bond
2020-10-19

falling through time to locate her missing friend she becomes entangled with an outlaw highlander a cryptic letter from her missing friend
fiona sends isabelle chapman to scotland to find her when she comes across a mysterious woman who claims to have answers about the local
disappearances she finds herself transported through time to fourteenth century scotland and right in the path of an outlaw highlander on
the run from his murderous brother and his clan ciaran aitharne must find a way to clear his name and reclaim his title as laird and chief
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when he meets a bonnie lass with an odd tongue his goal of returning home becomes waylaid by their instant connection thrown together by
circumstance ciaran and isabelle must work together to combat a murderous enemy all the while coming to terms with a love that has crossed
the bounds of time and fate start reading now this book should be of interest related to the following medieval romance scottish romance
highlanders time travel scottish historical romance time travel romance scottish time travel romance books about highlanders outlander time
travel romance books fantasy romance historical romance witches magic time travel romance scottish time travel romance 14th century romance
scottish medieval romance ancient world romance historical fantasy historical romance

Come Back to Me
2020-11-27

a beautifully written time travel love story a romance that mixes the suspense and implications of time travel from award winning author
annie seaton this romance over time will warm your heart megan miller has come to a crossroads in her career accusations of a breach of
ethics in her university teaching have rocked her world as she travels halfway across the world to the glastonbury rock festival to
research and complete her doctoral thesis she hopes that the mess she leaves behind in australia will be sorted while she is in england
davy morgan reclusive rock singer tries to keep his music world and his private life separate his very existence depends on it but when the
beautiful fey woman turns up at the cottage next door he must do all he can to keep his dark secret because everything is not as it seems
in davy s world when the truth comes out can their love cross the decades or will it be lost in time

Secrets in Time
2018-03-16

when nathaniel preston stumbles into dr jessica shepherd s garden she is reluctant to believe he has crossed more than three hundred years
to seek her help why has nathaniel been sent to find jessica can their love survive a bloody battle and overcome time

時の旅人クレア
2005-08-25

第二次大戦終結直後 従軍看護婦だったクレアは夫とともにスコットランドのハイランド地方で休暇を過ごしていた ある日 地元の人間に教えられてストーン サークルを訪れた彼女は 突如異様な感覚に襲われ 意識が混濁する 気がつくと 古めかしい衣裳の戦士たちが眼前で戦いを繰り広げていた 逃
げかけた彼女を捕らえた男の顔を見ると 夫にうりふたつ こともあろうに その男は夫の先祖だった クレアは18世紀にタイムスリップしていたのだ 世界中で人気沸騰のロマンティック アドベンチャー巨編 いよいよ開幕
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Time Change
2019-06-14

in 1948 a film star sees a strange man in her photos in 2019 a writer sees a strange woman in his photos film star and writer occupy the
same beach house 71 years apart in an extraordinary moment they meet face to face hypnotic original and intrepid this story grabs you from
the first page and never lets go peggy anne lawford perfect word book blog rita randall a celebrated film noir actress in 1948 leaves la
after a fatal confrontation clint west is a best selling author in 2019 struggling to move on after the death of his wife rita and clint
travel to long island new york and occupy the same beach house seventy one years apart when rita appears in the background of clint s
recent cell phone photos he s mystified when clint appears in rita s photos she s troubled and confused clint investigates and learns about
secret time travel experiments that were conducted in the area during the 1940s clint meets oscar a 95 year old physicist who had worked
for the military in the 1940s and who had time traveled himself using time portals during a thunderstorm rita wanders the beach when she
sees a rolling blue misty wave charging toward her she pivots and darts away but there is no escape and she is swallowed tossed and
propelled forward into the future to 2019 rita and clint meet face to face and their lives are changed forever

Just in Time (Lovers in Time Series, Book 2)
2017-03-09

marilyn campbell is at the top of her storytelling craft with this enticing time travel romance be prepared for an all night read ellen g
wulf verified reviewer a young 1950s war widow time travels to 2016 to save a stranger s life at the risk of her own in marilyn campbell s
paranormal time travel romance just in time 1950s to 2016 when beverly newcastle a young 1950s war widow encounters a gypsy fortune teller
with a magic potion she s tossed 5 decades into the future and lands in the arms of josh colby a half mohawk harley riding bouncer
desperate to clear his imprisoned grandfather of a murder he did not commit josh learns that beverly holds the key to turn that key beverly
must travel back to her own time but by the time he and beverly figure out how to send her back beverly also holds the key to his heart
publisher s note readers who enjoy romance sex and mystery as well as fans of callie langridge bethany claire gillian doyle and barbara
longley will certainly enjoy marilyn campbell s fun romp through time if you re a time travel fan this is the book for you you almost
believe it could really happen mona r anderson the lovers in time series in order out of time just in time some time away it s about time
the innerworld affairs series in order romulus falcon gallant gabriel logan roman blaze marilyn campbell has been published in the genres
of suspense futuristic time travel paranormal erotic and lighthearted contemporary romances non fiction metaphysical works and has had a
screenplay produced a true thrill junkie she has jumped out of an airplane raced around the indy 500 track driven solo throughout the
united states and believes a labyrinth walk under the full moon can have magical results unfortunately marilyn has not yet figured out how
to time travel except in her stories she currently resides in western massachusetts
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Daughter of Time (The After Cilmeri Series)
2011-03-19

prepare for an enchanting ride when meg tumbles back in time to medieval wales joining prince llywelyn in the battle to preserve his
kingdom a strikingly fresh story of love between worlds bookbub sometimes finally facing what you most fear turns out to be no more
difficult than putting one foot in front of the other a medieval man with an uncertain destiny llywelyn the prince of wales faces treachery
and deceit at the hands of friends and foes alike when meg slips through time into medieval wales the pair must navigate the shifting
allegiances that threaten the very existence of wales and create their own history that defies the laws of time open the door to an
alternate world of princes and castles in the prequel to the after cilmeri series sarah woodbury is my new favorite author daughter of time
reminds me of outlander and 1632 with a fresh twist i read all the books in the after cilmeri series in four days long after i finished the
last book the stories and characters stayed in my mind and i kept wishing i could return the world sarah so skillfully created i can t wait
for the next book and the next debra holland new york times bestselling author of the montana sky series complete series reading order
daughter of time footsteps in time winds of time prince of time crossroads in time children of time exiles in time castaways in time ashes
of time warden of time guardians of time masters of time outpost in time shades of time champions of time refuge in time outcasts in time
hidden in time legacy of time also this small corner of time the after cilmeri series companion keywords wales prince of wales medieval
middle ages britain romance time travel historical fiction historical romance adventure young adult alternate history teen welsh free free
ebook

ハイランドの鏡のなかに
2012-02-20

9世紀のハイランドの戦士キアン マッケルターは 仇敵の魔術師トレヴェインの罠にはまり 悪妖精の聖遺物である鏡のなかに幽閉されてしまった 彼ら二人は聖遺物のおかげで永遠の命を授かり 21世紀まで生き延びる だが そんな折り 偶然が重なって 鏡はトレヴェインの手を離れ アメリカの女
子学生ジェシーのもとに送られてしまった 復讐の炎を燃やしつつ千余年を過ごしてきた魅力的な男性キアンの存在を知ったジェシーは 何とか彼を救おうとするが 鏡の奪還をもくろむトレヴェインが彼女に迫る 波瀾万丈の傑作ロマンス ノベル

Hours to Arrive
2020-05-12

thrust back in time he s on a mission to prevent a woman s murder falling for her wasn t part of the plan neither was earning himself a
spot on the hit list veterinarian mathew mccall wants a family of his own but plenty of worries are in his way his sister is missing and
his clinic is drowning in debt when his sister s roommate asks for help on a dream project mathew reluctantly volunteers because he just
can t say no to a person in need before drifting off he s given a mission prevent the capture of a rebellious spitfire otherwise she will
be murdered in 1853 wisconsin verity arris angered the wrong person and now she s hiding from the vengeance seeking tyrant on her family s
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farm daydreaming of making her mark on the california gold rush when a strange man brings her to the future verity doesn t know if she can
give up her dreams for him mathew must choose between staying in the present for his patients and returning to 1853 risking his life for
the free spirit that stole his heart if you love sizzling romance edge of your seat action time travel swoon worthy heroes and sassy ladies
in a small town setting you ll love stephanie flynn s dramatic historical adventure books each is a standalone with guaranteed hea but an
overarching narrative best if read in order grab your copy today and escape into a dangerous time travel romance adventure keywords m f
romance beta male beta hero cinnamon roll hero bandits outlaws historical adventure steamy romance steamy romance series steamy time travel
romance time travel romance time travel adventure female protagonist romantic suspense paranormal romantic suspense paranormal romance
paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance paranormal romance hea steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine
historical fantasy books historical fantasy romance paranormal supernatural fantasy action adventure action adventure action adventure book
books ebook read complete series romance series novel secret suspense story stories hero fiction romance seduction sensual historical 19th
century nineteenth century hea romance beach read wisconsin romance fantasy escape hot guy love book love stories romance novels for women
romance series romances romancing saga romantic saga sassy sassy heroine seduction seduction romance sensual sensual books sensual romance
series

The Fortress of Time
2011-06-13

dodge city brides usa today bestselling author julianne maclean delivers three breathtaking and passionate full length novels featuring
rugged alpha male heroes of the west all sworn to protect the women they love hero and protector former bounty hunter expert gunslinger and
the toughest sheriff dodge city has ever known truman wade is a real man from the tip of his black stetson right down to his spurs and
leather boots he s never met his match in a gunfight but he s never met a gorgeous gutsy woman from the twenty first century either torn
between two worlds newly single after a rocky breakup with her self absorbed fiancé newspaper columnist jessica delaney crashes her car in
a lightning storm and soon finds herself dodging bullets in the wild west before the night is out she s tossed in jail for a murder she
didn t commit and if things don t seem complicated enough the impossibly handsome sheriff in charge of her arrest has danger written all
over him and a sexy swagger to die for jessica knows she needs to get home but when sheriff wade s enticing touch sets her passions on fire
she begins to wonder if fate has other plans for her and soon she must choose between the life she longs for in the future and the greatest
love she s ever known you can always count on julianne maclean to deliver ravishing romance teresa medeiros new york times bestselling
author

Taken by the Cowboy
2019-05-05

a warrior with a dark past a time traveller with a burning ambition and a love that might just endure across time when kara knight is
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offered the chance to travel through time it seems too good to be true this is what she has dreamed of her entire life and a trip to the
middle ages this research trip will be the one that makes her career for drest the arrival of a group of strangers is less than welcome his
hillfort is already under threat from neighbouring tribes why would he risk letting in people he can t trust but something about kara is
irresistible his heart cannot turn her away no matter what his head says as kara and drest begin to untangle a centuries old mystery they
find themselves increasingly caught up in each other s lives but will the truth bring them closer together or thrust them apart book 1 in
the stones of scotland series read as a standalone time travel romance or read the entire series to learn about the true secrets of the
stones

Time of the Warrior
2020-06

from the day the fates decided he would be the warrior to train and lead a group of time traveling clansmen reilly o malley has been
certain of everything he s gone into every battle verbal or physical knowing that he will be victorious rescuer of many protector of the o
rourke clan knight in shining armor he lives up to all the titles with the full confidence of a man who knows he will live forever
gwendolyn allen has been in love with reilly her best friend since she met him more than a decade ago but dreams of a happily ever after
are dashed when gwen finally accepts that reilly won t return her love for him she s determined to move on and she has almost reilly is
tired of dancing to the fates tune and when he and gwen find themselves thrown together for three weeks the fates decide to step in or
rather step out suddenly everything reilly knows is shaken to its core when his otherworldly abilities begin to fall through time reilly
may have to trust in something other than fate he might just have to trust in love

Falling Through Time
2013-11-24

it began nearly four hundred years ago the conall clan and all their people were murdered in a surprise attack their beloved castle and all
evidence of who destroyed them burned to the ground with their bodies in the centuries following archaeologists searched through the ruins
looking for any evidence of what or who had caused the untimely demise of such a powerful scottish clan all efforts were fruitless until a
spell put in place by an ancient conall ancestor finally began to work its magic texas kindergarten teacher brielle montgomery finds
comfort in the mundane routines of her life but when her archaeologist mother asks her to accompany her on a dig in scotland she decides to
step out of her comfort zone once in scotland they discover a secret spell room below the castle ruins and bri finds herself transported
back in time and suddenly married to the castle s ill fated laird now she must work to change the fate of his people all while trying to
find a way to return to her home and century but with each passing day bri finds herself falling more deeply in love with her new husband
if she can find a spell to bring her home will she use it and if she stays will it ultimately mean her own death as well
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Love Beyond Time
2017-06-15

what happens when a 14th century scottish hunk ends up in the 21st century would you believe his story when mellie evers is dumped on
social media she decides to put her imagination to good use and with the big family reunion rolling around there s no time like the present
mellie tells everyone about her new boyfriend he s perfect charming scottish and fake well he s based a little too closely on a certain
scottish hottie but that guy he s a thief and claimed to be from the 14th century and she kind of played a big part in getting him sent
away when he appears at the museum again mellie tells him she ll help him out if he ll pretend to be her fake boyfriend for the big reunion
only mellie doesn t know connor isn t lying he really is from the 14th century and this time he s keeping that secret to himself

Beyond Time
2013-10

this is a pg 13 version of the original novel with minimal sexual content some adult situations language and violence if you prefer a
steamy more erotic content then the original version is also available on amazon just search by my name or by title torie mills is
beautiful successful and a new york times best selling historical romance author determined to find some solace from her fast paced and
demanding life she decides to move to mahaska county iowa a mile outside of the tiny town of fremont and into her great great grandparent s
old homestead her plan is to restore the property to its 1870 glory days she hires handsome renovation expert dave cameron to do the work
and together they bring the old victorian house back to life when torie moves in she discovers that restoring the house has opened a portal
into the past time traveling each night to the fremont of old becomes her wonderful escape and her secret obsession as she learns about
family loss and to cherish the moments from her long lost loved ones when she and dave become lovers he gets swept into the travels as well
until they both realize much too late that there was evil in the past that would have been better left alone

Out of the Past
2020-10-19

traveling through time to solve a family mystery she battles her attraction to a handsome highlander after a letter from her late
grandmother sends kara forrester to scotland to solve an ancient family mystery she finds herself transported to fourteenth century
scotland when she arrives on the property of a dashing medieval laird she must convince him that he can trust her and to work with her to
prevent a looming tragedy taking on the mantle of leadership of clan macleay in his cousin s absence ronan struggles with the breadth of
his new duties when he comes across a mysterious bonnie lass on his property he must determine if her warning of impending danger is true
of if she s using his attraction to her to play him false ronan and kara s fiery attraction and growing love soon puts them on a collision
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course with a dangerous enemy a dark mystery and the ever present hands of fate start reading now this book should be of interest related
to the following medieval romance scottish romance highlanders time travel scottish historical romance time travel romance scottish time
travel romance books about highlanders outlander time travel romance books fantasy romance historical romance witches magic time travel
romance scottish time travel romance 14th century romance scottish medieval romance ancient world romance historical fantasy historical
romance

Ronan's Captive
2024-01-14

borrowed time lost time out of time a turn of the clock hands a twist of fate will it be enough to save eight happily ever afters from the
mists of time a missed first date and time out of sync can these star crossed lovers find their way back to each other a secret magical
ritual and a leap across time brings these two lovers together will time run out or will the tumblers align separated by age and death will
two lovers of a lifetime reunite under the same magic that brought them together ghosts a magical victorian portrait and a love that
transcends a century can it transcend a curse and borrowed time when the mystery of a bestselling writer s decade old disappearance haunts
his first novel stori easton races against time to save him when a carpenter renovating a seaside victorian mansion hears an angelic voice
he falls through time into the life of a former opera star silenced by tragedy can his love restore her voice and heal her heart after
inheriting a famed archaeologist s tools ever finds herself in the valley of kings falling in love and trying to solve his murder only a
rare conjunction of a full moon and the winter solstice will allow skye delaney one last chance to travel back in time and save the famous
painter she s loved for a lifetime timeless eight time travel romance stories by award winning author lisa s silverthorne

Timeless
2021-10-30

he thought he was falling into hell until the voice of an angel offered him redemption corporal richard dick stevens a foul mouthed retired
soldier who fought in the great war learned to make his way by playing the villain but when a near death skirmish thrusts him sixty nine
years into the future to 1988 he lands on a horse breeding farm tended to by a beautiful feisty woman camilla foster spends her days
training to be an opera singer while her nights are spent mucking out horse stalls in exchange for free room and board on the farm
frustration gnaws at cami since her inheritance would cover the training she s desperate for but she can only receive it once she s married
when dick disrupts her check on the horses one evening the sexy stranger immediately gets under her skin she s determined to brush him off
until he s employed as the new stable hand and cunningly persuades her into marrying him as a means to his own end dick is everything cami
despises in a person but with her dreams on the line a plot surfacing to end cami s career and a growing attraction to this infuriating
mystery man a marriage of convenience may be the only thing to save them both
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Sirens of the Past: A Time Travel Romance
2018-05-27

book 3 in the second chances time travel romance series reverend johnson is in the business of granting second chances to those deserving a
new start even if it means bending the rules of time travel on occasion in gabe mcfarlain s case he may have gone too far abandoned by his
father and raised in a montana whorehouse gabe has grown bitter to the world fueled by revenge and hatred his actions leave him facing the
hangman s noose accepting certain death he wakes up in a time and place that is as foreign as the tender touch of the woman who rescues him
down to earth and level headed morgan bartlett isn t afraid to wear her heart on her sleeve all she wants is independence from her
overbearing mother and the freedom to shape her own destiny when she aids a badly beaten man along the side of the road she may have found
more than a dusty cowboy down on his luck morgan s unshakable belief that gabe is a good man slowly chisels away the walls he s built
around himself as he comes to terms with living in the future he must decide if losing his heart is worth more than holding on to the life
he s led in the past other titles in the second chances time travel romance series come home to me ain t no angel diamond in the dust
content warning this story contains mild violence mild profanity adult situations including physical intimacy and is intended for mature
readers keywords time travel romance western historical romance bad boy redemption western contemporary romance

Diamond in the Dust
2017-08-28

what if your husband turns out to be the man sent to kill your ancestor a choice to make highland games fanatic fiona campbell believes her
only value is her family s history myths and legends so when she travels back to 1689 scotland and discovers she s the fiona of family
legend you d think she d be excited and she is except that the legendary warrior she s to save her ancestor from is the hottie in a kilt
she just handfasted a heart to heal duncan maccowan once trusted his heart to the wrong woman but when a strange lass drops into his life
and pries opens his heart again he impulsively handfasts her yet before he can finish spinning fancies of their domestic bliss she flees on
the night of their wedding leaving him even more convinced that he can t trust his instincts where his heart is involved a family legend
that will tear them apart fiona wants to shake her fist at fate she finally meets the man of her dreams but can t have him because of the
family legend not cool fate not cool duncan believes he s just terrible at picking women and destined to be alone but as the heat of their
attraction flares how far can they tempt fate for love

Role of a Lifetime
2005-06

the story begins in the year 1889 where lovely andrea marsh lives on a plantation with her father in savannah georgia a stormy night sends
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andrea on a whirlwind ride over 100 years into the future unfamiliar with her surroundings andrea finds herself in the arms of a man who
bears a striking resemblance to the very man whom she has fled andrea s trip to the future sends her on a journey to a world full of
fascination and wonder what she finds there exceeds even her wildest dreams her new surroundings catapult her into a surprising friendship
with a young vibrant girl and into a relationship that blossoms into a timeless love

Must Love More Kilts
2017-11

when nathaniel preston stumbles into dr jessica shepherd s garden she is reluctant to believe he has crossed more than three hundred years
to seek her help he must help her understand why he has travelled from the midst of civil war to the quiet english countryside of the
twentieth century but is falling in love with him destined to end in heartbreak jessica knows he must return to his own time and face
certain death in battle why has nathaniel been sent to find jessica can their love survive a bloody battle and overcome time

Timeless Love
2022-04-26

what if cinderella s night at the ball left her with more than a lost slipper anna becquerel a logical practical scientist with an
overactive curiosity about all things related to time devoted to her work she sets out to finally test her groundbreaking invention every
last detail planned and executed zachary champlain needed a wife but the young ladies in his social circle either talked too much or
otherwise just didn t suit him when a scandalously dressed young lady more beautiful than any goddess lands in his arms he believes his
problem is solved would one encounter on a moonlit evening change the way they saw their worlds

Secrets in Time
2021-10-05

bridget jones meets downton abbey in the second book of this acclaimed fantasy series

A Wish Upon a Star
2015-04-28

magic lingers inside all who call cagair castle home gillian wright dreams of the same man every night his kind eyes and gentle smile as
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familiar to her now as her own reflection she looks forward to her nights spent with him but when she starts to hear his voice in the winds
around cagair castle she can t help but wonder if he s more than a figment of her imagination only pain comes to him when he sleeps his
dreams give him glimpses of all he can t remember when awake his name and memories are lost to him in a way that leaves him troubled and
wanting then the opportunity for a new life places him in the path of a lass who seems to already know him could she be the key to helping
him remember read all the books in morna s legacy series love beyond time book 1 love beyond reason book 2 a conall christmas novella book
2 5 love beyond hope book 3 love beyond measure book 4 in due time a novella book 4 5 love beyond compare book 5 love beyond dreams book 6
love beyond belief book 7 a mcmillan christmas a novella book 7 5

Escape
2018-01-19

though his body is healed a modern day vet in medieval scotland must find a way to mend his heart though gavin mcshane is happy for his
sister and her new life his own has foundered as he tries to recover from his lover s betrayal he finds solace in the work of being a
fisherman in the orkneys on his tiny island he finds relief in seclusion until he meets the ghostly blue lady of marr young druidess
catriona haral is no phantom but her hidden existence has made her seem so even to herself when gavin wanders into her secret glen she
wonders if she s found a reason to want to live again but catriona wasn t hiding on a whim when her reasons are revealed the might of the
mcdonnel clan and the judgement of the druids land at her doorstep

Love Beyond Dreams

Gavin (Immortal Highlander Book 5)

The Jewel of Time
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